We study a queueing network with a single shared server that serves the queues in a cyclic order. External customers arrive at the queues according to independent Poisson processes. After completing service, a customer either leaves the system or is routed to another queue. This model is very generic and finds many applications in computer systems, communication networks, manufacturing systems, and robotics. Special cases of the introduced network include well-known polling models, tandem queues, systems with a waiting room, multi-stage models with parallel queues, and many others. A complicating factor of this model is that the internally rerouted customers do not arrive at the various queues according to a Poisson process, causing standard techniques to find waiting-time distributions to fail. In this paper we develop a new method to obtain exact expressions for the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the steady-state waiting-time distributions. This method can be applied to a wide variety of models which lacked an analysis of the waitingtime distribution until now.
Introduction
In this paper we study a queueing network served by a single shared server that visits the queues in a cyclic order. Customers from the outside arrive at the queues according to independent Poisson processes, and the service time and switch-over time distributions are general. After receiving service at queue i, a customer is either routed to queue j with In the past many papers have been published on special cases of the current network. In some of these papers distributional results are derived as well; the techniques used do, however, not allow for extension to the general setting of the current paper. Some special case configurations are standard polling systems [32] , tandem queues [23, 34] , multi-stage queueing models with parallel queues [19] , feedback vacation queues [9, 33] , symmetric feedback polling systems [31, 33] , systems with a waiting room [1, 30] , and many others. In conclusion, one can say that the present research can be seen as a unifying analysis of the waiting-time distribution for a wide variety of queueing models.
The main contribution of this paper is the derivation of waiting-time distributions in queueing networks with a single roving server via the development of a new method. For this model we derive the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the waiting-time distribution of an arbitrary (internally rerouted, or external) customer. Due to this intrinsic complexity of the model, studies in the past were restricted to queue lengths and mean delay figures (see [6, 27, 28, 29] ). A complicating, yet interesting, factor is that the combined process of internal and external arrivals violates the classical assumption of Poisson (or even renewal) arrivals, implying that traditional methods are not applicable. The basic idea behind the new method is that we explicitly compute a priori all future service requirements upon arrival of a newly arriving customer. In doing so the prerequisites of the distributional form of Little's Law are overcome.
An important feature of the newly developed technique is that it can be applied to a myriad of models which lacked an analysis of the waiting-time distribution until now. One could apply the framework (possibly after some minor modifications) to obtain distributional results in all of the aforementioned special cases of the studied system [1, 9, 19, 23, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] but also, for example, in a closed network [2] , in an M/G/1 queue with permanent and transient customers [8] , in a network with permanent and transient customers [3] , or in a polling model with arrival rates that depend on the location of the server [4, 7] . Although we study a continuous-time cyclic system with gated or exhaustive service in each queue, we may extend all results -without complicating the analysis -to discrete time, to periodic polling, to batch arrivals, or to systems with different branching-type service disciplines such as globally gated service.
The structure of the present paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model and notation. Section 3 analyses the waiting-time distribution of an arbitrary customer for gated service. In Section 4 we study the system with mixtures of gated and exhaustive service. In the penultimate section, we present some examples which show the wide range of applicability of the studied model. The final section of this paper contains a brief discussion.
Model description and notation
We consider a queueing network consisting of N ≥ 1 infinite buffer queues Q 1 , . . . , Q N . External customers arrive at Q i according to a Poisson arrival process with rate λ i , and have a generally distributed service requirement B i at Q i , with mean value b i := E[B i ]. In general we denote the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) or Probability Generating Function (PGF) of a random variable X with X(·). The queues are served by a single server in cyclic order. Whenever the server switches from Q i to Q i+1 , a random switch-over time R i is incurred, with mean r i . The cycle time C i is the time between successive moments when the server arrives at Q i . The total switch-over time in a cycle is denoted by R = N i=1 R i , and its first two moments are r := E[R] and r (2) := E[R 2 ]. Indices throughout the paper are modulo N , so Q 1−N and Q N +1 both refer to Q 1 . All service times and switch-over times are mutually independent. This queueing network can be modelled as a polling system with the specific feature that it allows for routing of the customers: upon completion of service at Q i , a customer is either routed to Q j with probability p i,j , or leaves the system with probability p i,0 . Note that p i,0 should be greater than 0 for at least one queue, to make sure that customers can leave the system eventually. Moreover, note that N j=0 p i,j = 1 for all i, and that the transition of a customer from Q i to Q j takes no time. Since we consider the gated and exhaustive service disciplines, the model under consideration has a branching structure, which is discussed in more detail by Foss [15] in the context of queueing models, and by Resing [26] more specifically in the context of polling systems. The total arrival rate at Q i is denoted by γ i , which is the unique solution of the following set of linear equations:
The offered load to Q i is ρ i := γ i b i and the total load is ρ := N i=1 ρ i . We assume that the system is stable, which means that ρ should be less than one (see [29] ).
Gated service
In the present section we study the waiting-time distribution of an arbitrary customer for a system in which each queue receives gated service, which means that only those customers present at the server's arrival at Q i will be served before the server switches to the next queue. We define the waiting time W i of an arbitrary customer in Q i as the time between his arrival at this queue and the moment at which his service starts. As far as waiting times are concerned, a customer that is routed to another queue, say Q j , upon his service completion is regarded as a new customer with waiting time W j . The waiting-time distribution is found by conditioning on the numbers of customers present in each queue at an arrival epoch. To this end, we study the joint queue-length distribution at several embedded epochs in Section 3.1. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we use these results to successively derive the cycle-time distribution and the waiting-time distributions of internally rerouted customers and external customers.
The joint queue-length distributions
Sidi et al. [29] derive the PGFs of the joint queue-length distributions in all N queues at visit beginnings, visit completions, and at arbitrary points in time. In order to keep this manuscript self-contained, we briefly recapitulate their approach, as it forms the starting point of our novel method to find the waiting time LSTs. There is one important adaptation that we have to make, which will prove essential for finding waiting time LSTs. We consider not only the customers in all N queues, but we distinguish between customers standing in front of the gate and customers standing behind the gate (meaning that they will be served in the next cycle). Hence, we introduce the N + 1 dimensional vector z = (z 1 , . . . , z N , z G ). The element z i , i = 1, . . . , N , in this vector corresponds to customers in Q i standing in front of the gate. The element z G at position N + 1 is only used during visit periods. During V j , the visit period of Q j , it corresponds to customers standing behind the gate in Q j . This makes the analysis of systems with gated service slightly more involved than systems with exhaustive service (discussed in the next section). Before studying the joint queue-length distributions, we briefly introduce some convenient notation:
Visit beginnings and completions. A cycle consists of N visit periods, V i , each of which is followed by a switch-over time R i , for i = 1, . . . , N . A cycle C i starts with a visit to Q i and consists of the periods V i , R i , V i+1 , . . . , V i+N −1 , R i+N −1 . Let P denote any of these periods.
We denote the joint queue length PGF at the beginning of P as LB (P ) (z). The equivalent at the completion of period P is denoted by LC (P ) (z). Since the gated service discipline is a so-called branching-type service discipline (see [26] ), we can express each of these functions in terms of LB (V i ) (z), for any i = 1, . . . , N . These relations, which are sometimes called laws of motion, are given below.
Note the subtle difference between LC
(z) and LB
(z), due to the fact that the gate in Q i is removed after the completion of V i , causing type G customers to become type i customers.
In steady-state we have that LB
(z), implying that we have obtained a recursive relation for LB
Resing [26] shows how a clever definition of immigration and offspring generating functions can be used to find an explicit expression for LB
For reasons of compactness we refrain from doing so in the present paper. Instead we want to point out that the recursive relation obtained from (3.1a)-(3.1e) can be differentiated with respect to the variables z 1 , . . . , z N , z G . The resulting set of equations, which are called the buffer occupancy equations in the polling literature, can be used to compute the moments of the queue-length distributions at all visit beginnings and completions.
Service beginnings and completions. We denote the joint queue length PGF at service beginnings and completions in Q j by respectively LB (z) as the PGF of the joint queue-length distribution right after the tagged customer in Q j has received service (implying that he is no longer present in Q j ), but before the moment that he may join another queue (even though these two epochs take place in a time span of length zero). Eisenberg [14] observed the following relation, albeit in a slightly different model:
2) is based on the observation that each visit beginning coincides with either a service beginning, or a visit completion (if no customer was present). Similarly, each visit completion coincides with either a visit beginning or a service completion. The long-run ratio between the number of visit beginnings/completions and service beginnings/completions in
The distribution of the cycle time is given in the next subsection.
Furthermore, Eisenberg observes the following simple relation between the joint queue-length distribution at service beginnings and completions:
Substitution of (3.3) in (3.2) gives an equation which can be solved to express LB
Arbitrary moments. The PGF of the joint queue-length distribution at arbitrary moments, denoted by L(z), is found by conditioning on the period in the cycle during which the system is observed (
and L (R j ) (z) denote the PGFs of the joint queue-length distributions at an arbitrary moment during V j and R j respectively:
The interpretation of (3.5) and (3.6) is that the queue length vector at an arbitrary time point in V j or R j is the sum of those customers that were present at the beginning of that service/switch-over time, plus vector of the customers that have arrived during the elapsed part of the service/switch-over time. For more details about the joint queue length and workload distributions for general branching-type service disciplines (in the context of polling systems, but also applicable to our model) we refer to Boxma et al. [11] .
Cycle-time distributions
In the remainder of this paper we present new results for the model introduced in Section 2. We start by analysing the distributions of the cycle times C i , i = 1, . . . , N . The idea behind the following analysis is to condition on the number of customers present in each queue at the beginning of C i (and, hence, of V i ). The cycle will consist of the service of all of these customers, plus all switch-over times R i , . . . , R i+N −1 , plus the services of all customers that enter during these services and switch-over times and will be served before the next visit beginning to Q i . The cycle time for polling systems without customer routing is discussed in Boxma et al. [10] . However, as it turns out, the analysis is severely complicated by the fact that customers may be routed to another queue and be served again (even multiple times) during the same cycle.
From branching theory we adopt the term descendants of a certain (tagged) customer to denote all customers that arrive (in all queues) during the service of this tagged customer, plus the customers arriving during their service times, and so on. If, upon his service completion, a customer is routed to another queue, we also consider him as his own descendant. We define B * k,i , i = 1, . . . , N ; k = 0, . . . , N , as the service time of a type i − k (which is understood as
, plus the service times of all of his descendants that will be served before or during the next visit of the server to Q i . The special case B * 0,i is simply the service time of a type i customer, i = 1, . . . , N . A formal definition in terms of LSTs is given below:
where
For a type i − k customer, P * k,i accounts for the service times of his descendants that are caused by the fact that he may be routed to another queue upon his service completion.
A similar function should be defined for the switch-over times:
Note that, compared to (3.7), no term P * k,i (ω) is required because no routing takes place at the end of a switch-over time.
Finally, we define the following N + 1 dimensional vectors:
, and B * 0,i (ω) at position N + 1 in (3.11). We use to denote the element-wise multiplication of vectors.
Proposition 3.1
The LST of the distribution of the cycle time C i is given by
The interpretation of (3.12) is that the length of a cycle starting with a visit to Q i is the sum of the extended service times of all customers present at the beginning of the cycle, and the sum of all extended switch-over times during the cycle. By extended service time (switch-over time) we refer to a service time (switch-over time) plus the service times of all customers that arrive during this service time (switch-over time) in one of the queues that are yet to be served during the remainder of the cycle, and all of their descendants that will be served before the end of the cycle.
Proof: To prove Proposition 3.1 we keep track of all the customers that will be served during one cycle. We condition on the numbers of customers present in each queue at the beginning of C i , denoted by n 1 , . . . , n N . Note that there are no gated customers present at this moment, because the gate has been removed at the beginning of the last switch-over time of the previous cycle. A cycle C i consists of:
1. the service of all customers present at the beginning of the cycle, 2. all of their descendants that will be served before the start of the next cycle (i.e., before the next visit to Q i ),
3. the switch-over times R 1 , . . . , R N , 4. all customers arriving during these switch-over times that will be served before the start of the next cycle,
5. all of their descendants that will be served before the start of the next cycle.
We define S j for j = 1, . . . , N , as the service time of a type j customer plus the service times of all of his descendants that will be served during (the remaining part of) C i . Since the service discipline is gated at all queues, we have: 13) where N k (T ) denotes the number of arrivals in Q k during a (possibly random) period of time T , and S k l is a sequence of (independent) extended service times S k . Note that S j depends on i, although we have chosen to hide this for presentational purposes. The gated service discipline is reflected in the fact that only customers arriving in (or rerouted to) Q j+1 , . . . , Q i−1 are being served during the residual part of C i . It can easily be shown that the LST of
Note that the first summation in (3.13) is cyclic, which may sometimes cause confusion (for example if j = i − 1, when this is supposed to be a summation over zero terms). Avoiding this (possible) confusion is the main reason that we have chosen to define B * k,i (ω), P * k,i (ω) and R * k,i (ω) relative to queue i (k steps backward in time). Using this branching way of looking at the cycle time, we can express C i in terms of R 1 , . . . , R N and S 1 , . . . , S N . First, however, we derive the following intermediate result.
Now, introducing the shorthand notation n 1 , . . . , n N for the event that the numbers of customers at the beginning of C i in queues 1, . . . , N are respectively n 1 , . . . , n N , we can find the cycle time LST conditional on this event.
Equation (3.12) follows after deconditioning.
Remark 3.2 Because of our main interest in the waiting-time distributions, we have followed quite an elaborate path to find the LST of the cycle-time distribution. However, if one is merely interested in a quick way to find C i (ω), a more efficient approach can be used. One of the most efficient ways to find C i (ω) is to distinguish between customers that arrive from outside the network (external customers) and internally rerouted customers (internal customers). One can straightforwardly adapt the laws of motion (3.1a)-(3.1e) to find an expression for
stands for the PGF of the joint queue length at the beginning of V i , but now we distinguish between external and internal customers in each queue (indicated by z E j and z I j ). Since external customers arrive in Q i according to a Poisson process with intensity λ i , one can apply the distributional form of Little's Law (see, for example, Keilson and Servi [21] ) to the external customers in Q i :
Waiting-time distributions
In this subsection we find the LSTs of W E i and W I i , the waiting-time distributions of arbitrary external and internal customers in Q i , and use them to obtain the LST of W i , the waiting time of an arbitrary customer. Recall that the waiting time W i of an arbitrary customer in Q i is the time between his arrival at this queue and the moment at which his service starts. Hence, even if a customer is routed to the same queue multiple times, each visit to this queue invokes a new waiting time. We stress that common methods used in the polling literature to find waiting time LSTs cannot be applied in our queueing network, because they rely heavily on the assumption that every customer in the system has arrived according to a Poisson process. Since this assumption is violated in our model, we have developed a novel approach to find the waiting time LST of an arbitrary customer in our network. The joint queue-length distributions at various epochs, as discussed in Subsection 3.1, play an essential role in the analysis. First we focus on the waiting times of internal customers, then we discuss the waiting times of external customers.
Internal customers. The arrival epoch of an internal customer always coincides with a service completion. Hence, we condition on the joint queue length and the arrival epoch of an internal customer to find his waiting time LST. The waiting time of an internal customer given that he arrives in Q i after a service completion at Q i−k is denoted by WC
, we only have to compute the probability that an arbitrary internal customer in Q i arrives after a service completion at Q i−k . The mean number of customers (internal plus external) present at the beginning of
Each of these customers joins Q i upon his service completion with probability p i−k,i . This observation combined with the fact that the mean number of internal customers arriving at Q i during the course of one cycle is (γ i − λ i )E[C], leads to the following result:
As a consequence, the problem of finding W I i (·) is reduced to finding WC
For notational reasons we first introduce the following N + 1 dimensional vectors, which will appear several times in this section:
for i = 1, . . . , N . Again, we use to denote the element-wise multiplication of vectors.
Proposition 3.3 We have
for i, k = 1, . . . , N .
Proof: The key observation in the proof of Proposition 3.3 is that an arrival of an internally rerouted customer always coincides with some service completion. For this reason, we consider the system right after the service completion at, say, Q j (j = 1, . . . , N ). We compute the waiting time LST of a customer routed to Q i after being served in Q j , conditional on the numbers of customers of each type (now including gated customers) present at the arrival epoch (not including the arriving customer himself). We denote by n 1 , . . . , n N , n G the event that the numbers of customers of all types are respectively n 1 , . . . , n N , n G . Let n iG := n i if i = j, and n iG := n G if i = j. Note that the type G customers are located behind the gate in Q j , and that the customer routed to Q i only has to wait for these customers in case i = j.
The waiting time of the tagged customer consists of:
1. the service of all n j customers in front of the gate in Q j at the arrival epoch, 2. the service of all n j+1 , . . . , n i−1 customers present in Q j+1 , . . . , Q i−1 at the arrival epoch, 3 . all of the descendants of the previously mentioned customers that will be served before the next visit to Q i , 4. if i = j, the service of all n iG customers present in Q i at the arrival epoch; if i = j, the service of all n iG gated customers present in Q i at the arrival epoch, 5. the switch-over times R j , . . . , R i−1 , 6. all customers arriving during these switch-over times that will be served before the next visit to Q i , 7. all of their descendants that will be served before the next visit to Q i .
We denote the waiting time of an internal customer conditional on the event that he arrives in Q i after being served in Q j , and conditional on the event that the numbers of customers of all types at the arrival epoch are respectively n 1 , . . . , n N , n G , by WC
. Just like in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we can express WC
in terms of R 1 , . . . , R N and S 1 , . . . , S N :
Taking the LST of (3.16) leads to (3.15) after deconditioning. The derivation proceeds along the exact same lines as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, and is therefore omitted.
External customers. External customers arrive in Q i according to a Poisson process with intensity λ i . We distinguish between customers arriving during a switch-over time and customers arriving during a visit time. The waiting time of an external customer in Q i given that he arrives during R i−k is denoted by W
to denote an external customer arriving in Q i during V i−k . The waiting time LST of an arbitrary external customer can be expressed in terms of W
We first focus on the waiting time of customers arriving during a switch-over time. Consider a tagged customer arriving in Q i during R i−k , i, k = 1, . . . , N . Since the remaining part of the switch-over time is part of the waiting time of the arriving customer, it will turn out that we need the joint distribution of all customers present at the arrival epoch and the residual part of R i−k , denoted by R R i−k . The PGF of the joint queue-length distribution at the arrival epoch is given by (3.6). Equation (3.6) is based on the observation that the number of customers in each queue at an arbitrary moment during R i−k is simply the sum of the number of customers present at the beginning of R i−k and the number of customers that have arrived during the elapsed (past) part of R i−k , denoted by R P i−k . These random variables are independent.
Hence, it is straightforward to adapt (3.6) to find the joint distribution of the queue lengths and residual part of R i−k , using the following result from elementary renewal theory:
with R P R j (ω P , ω R ) denoting the LST of the joint distribution of past and residual switch-over time R j . Hence,
where L (R j ) (z, ω) denotes the PGF-LST of the joint distribution of the number of customers of each type at an arbitrary moment during R j and the residual part of R j . Obviously, there are no gated customers present during a switch-over time.
Consequently, and also using PASTA, we can find the waiting-time distribution by conditioning on the number of customers present at an arbitrary moment during R i−k and on the residual switch-over time.
Proposition 3.4 We have
W (R i−k ) i (ω) = R P R i−k k−1 j=1 λ i−j 1 − B * j−1,i−1 (ω) + λ i 1 − B i (ω) , ω + k−1 j=1 λ i−j 1 − B * j−1,i−1 (ω) × LB (R i−k ) B G k −1 ,i k−2 j=0 R * j,i−1 (ω), i, k = 1, . . . , N,(3.
19)
Proof: We consider an arbitrary customer arriving in Q i during R j . Similar to the proofs of the preceding propositions in this section, we condition on the number of customers present in all queues at the arrival epoch, denoted by n 1 , . . . , n N . As mentioned before, no gated customers are present during a switch-over time. However, we also condition on the residual length of R j , denoted by t R . The waiting time of the tagged customer consists of:
1. the service of all n j+1 , . . . , n i−1 customers present at the arrival epoch in Q j+1 , . . . , Q i−1 , 2. the service of all their descendants that will be served before the start of the next visit to Q i , 3 . the service of all n i customers present at the arrival epoch in Q i , 4. the residual switch-over time t R , 5. the switch-over times R j+1 , . . . , R i−1 , 6. the service of all customers arriving during t R , R j+1 , . . . , R i−1 that will be served before the start of the next visit to Q i , 7. the service of all descendants of these customers that will be served before the start of the next visit to Q i .
If we denote the waiting time of a type i customer arriving during R j , conditional on n 1 , . . . , n N and t R , by W (R j ) i
, we can summarise these items in the following formula:
Taking the LST of (3.20) and using (3.18) leads to (3.19) after deconditioning. The derivation is not completely straightforward, but rather than providing it here, we refer to the proof of Proposition 3.5, which contains a similar derivation of a more complicated equation.
Now we only need to determine W
Focussing on a tagged customer arriving in Q i during the service of a customer in Q i−k , for i, k = 1, . . . , N , we can find W
(·) by conditioning on the number of customers in each queue at the arrival epoch and the residual service time. Similar to R P R j (·), we define the LST of the joint distribution of past and residual service time B j as
We can now use Equations (3.5) and (3.21) to find the PGF-LST of the joint distribution of the number of customers of each type present at an arbitrary moment during V j and the residual service time of the customer that is being served at that moment:
Note that the customers arriving in Q j during the elapsed part of B j are gated customers.
Proposition 3.5 We have
Proof:
We denote by n 1 , . . . , n N , n G the numbers of customers of all types present at the arrival epoch of the tagged customer. The residual part of the service time of the customer being served at this arrival epoch is denoted by t R . Let n iG := n i if i = j, and n iG := n G if i = j. The waiting time of a type i customer arriving during V j , conditional on n 1 , . . . , n N , n G and the residual service time consists of the following components:
1. the service of n j − 1 customers in front of the gate in Q j (We exclude the customer being served at the arrival epoch),
2. the service of all n j+1 , . . . , n i−1 customers present in Q j+1 , . . . , Q i−1 , 3. all of the descendants of the previously mentioned customers that will be served before the next visit to Q i , 4. if i = j, the service of all n iG customers present in Q i at the arrival epoch; if i = j, the service of all n iG gated customers present in Q i , 5. the switch-over times R j , . . . , R i−1 , 6. the residual service time t R , 7. all customers arriving during t R and R j , . . . , R i−1 that will be served before the next visit to Q i , 8 . all of their descendants that will be served before the next visit to Q i , 9. the (possible) future service of the customer being served at the arrival epoch, due to the fact that he may be routed to another queue that will be served before the next visit to Q i ,
10
. the service of all descendants of this rerouted customer (Note that if he will be rerouted and served again, he will count as his own descendant).
More formally:
We now show that Equation (3.23) follows from taking the LST:
Deconditioning of this expression leads to (3.23).
Arbitrary customers. Finally, we present the main result of this section: the LST of the waiting-time distribution of an arbitrary customer in Q i .
Theorem 3.6
The LST of the waiting-time distribution of an arbitrary customer in Q i , if this queue receives gated service, is given by:
where W I i (ω) and W E i (ω) are given by (3.14) and (3.17), respectively. Proof: The result follows immediately after conditioning on the event that an arbitrary customer is an internal or external customer.
Exhaustive service
In this section we study systems with mixtures of gated and exhaustive service, that is, some queues are served exhaustively whereas other queues receive gated service. We restrict ourselves to presenting the results, but for reasons of compactness we omit all proofs as they can be produced similar to the proofs in the previous section.
Throughout we use the index e ∈ {1, . . . , N } to refer to an arbitrary queue with exhaustive service, which means that customers are being served until the queue is empty. This means that, in contrast to gated service, customers arriving in Q e during V e will be served during that same visit period. This is true, even if the customer has just received service in Q e and was routed back to Q e again. To deal with this issue, we define an extended service time B exh e which is the total amount of service that a customer receives during a visit period V e before being routed to another queue (or leaving the system), cf. [29] . As stated in [29] , B exh e is the geometric sum, with parameter p e,e , of independent random variables with the same distribution as B e . The LST of B exh e is given by
.
We denote a busy period of type e customers by BP e . The PGF-LST of the joint distribution of a busy period and the number of customers served during this busy period satisfies the following equation: ω) ) .
The joint queue-length distributions
Visit beginnings and completions. The laws of motion (3.1a)-(3.1e) have to be adapted if a queue receives exhaustive service. First we need to redefine Σ i (z) and P i (z) if Q i is served exhaustively, and introduce P exh i (z):
for all e ∈ {1, . . . , N } corresponding to queues with exhaustive service. The laws of motion now change accordingly:
for any exhaustively served Q e .
Service beginnings and completions. Eisenberg's relation (3.2) remains valid for queues with exhaustive service. Note that P e (z) should not be replaced by P exh e (z) for exhaustive queues in (3.2)! Relation (3.3) should be slightly changed for queues with exhaustive service, since customers are not placed behind a gate:
Arbitrary moments. Equation (3.4) for the PGF of the joint queue-length distribution at arbitrary moments remains valid if some of the queues have exhaustive service. However, L (V j ) (z) should be adapted for queues with exhaustive service by replacing gated customers with "ordinary" type e customers:
Cycle-time distributions
The fact that customers arriving in an exhaustively served queue, say Q i−k , during V i−k are served before the end of this visit period, requires changes in the definition of B * k,i (ω).
Given this modified definition of B * k,i (ω), the function R * k,i (ω) remains unchanged. The expression for the LST of the cycle time C i , given by (3.12), also remains valid for systems containing exhaustively served queues.
Waiting-time distributions
Internal customers. The waiting time LST of internal customers (3.14) is determined by conditioning on the event that an arrival in Q i follows a service completion in some Q i−k . As stated before, for queues with exhaustive service we need to take into account that customers that are routed back to the same queue will be served during the same visit period. For an arbitrary exhaustively served queue Q e , this results in
Compared to (3.14), the summation starts at k = 0 and runs up to k = N − 1. We now introduce
with B i (ω) at the position corresponding to customers in Q i . If Q i has exhaustive service, there is a subtle difference with B 0 ,i which has BP i (1, ω) at position i. We can now determine
(ω) for any Q e that receives exhaustive service:
For each Q i that receives gated service, we can still use (3.14) with the modified definition of B * k,i (ω) for each Q i−k which receives exhaustive service.
External customers. The waiting time LST of external customers (3.17) is determined by conditioning on the event that an arrival in Q i takes place during V i−1 , . . . , V i−N or during R i−1 , . . . , R i−N . Before discussing the waiting times of external customers arriving in an exhaustively served queue, it is important to realise that allowing some queues to have exhaustive service will now also require some changes to waiting times of customers arriving in a queue with gated service. This means that (3.23) should now become
if Q i−k receives exhaustive service (and Q i receives gated service). Compared to (3.23) we can see that there are two additional terms λ i−k 1 − B * k−1,i−1 (ω) which take into account that customers arriving in Q i−k during the elapsed and during the residual part of the present service time B i−k will be served during the present visit period. Furthermore, we can see that P * k−1,i−1 (ω) has been replaced by 1−
, which is required because the customer being served should be allowed to return to Q i−k upon his service completion.
If Q e receives exhaustive service we have to make some additional changes. We have
where we have chosen to denote the waiting time LST of customers arriving in Q e during V e as W (ω) to illustrate the fact that they will be served during the same visit period. The expression for W (R e−k ) e (ω), given by (3.19) , should be slightly modified if Q e receives exhaustive service. However, since the only required modification is that B 0 ,i should be replaced by B 0 ,i , we refrain from giving the complete expression.
If k > 0, the expression for W (V e−k ) e (ω) remains almost the same as (3.23) if Q e−k receives gated service, or (4.4) if Q e−k receives exhaustive service. The only change is, once again, that B 0 ,i should be replaced by B 0 ,i . The case k = 0 results in a much simpler expression, since we only have to wait for the service times of the customers that were present at the beginning of the present service (excluding the customer in service) plus the service times of the customers that have arrived in Q e during the elapsed part of the present service, plus the residual service time:
Arbitrary customers. The LST of the waiting-time distribution of an arbitrary customer in an exhaustively served queue immediately follows after conditioning on the event that an arbitrary customer is either an internal or an external customer, similar to the derivation of (3.25) . The result is presented in the theorem below.
Theorem 4.1
The LST of the waiting-time distribution of an arbitrary customer in Q i , if this queue receives exhaustive service, is given by:
where W I i (ω) and W E i (ω) are defined in (4.3) and (4.5).
Applicability of the model
In this section we give some numerical examples that indicate the versatility of the model that we have discussed. To this end, we use some examples that can be found in the existing literature, and show how our model can be used to describe the various systems and find the relevant performance measures. Hence, most of the results presented in this section are not novel, but the way of deriving them is new.
Example 1: tandem queues with parallel queues in the first stage. We first use an example that was introduced by Katayama [19] , who studies a network consisting of three queues. Customers arrive at Q 1 and Q 2 , and are routed to Q 3 after being served (see Figure  1) . This model, which is referred to as a tandem queueing model with parallel queues in the first stage, is a special case of the model discussed in the present paper. We simply put p 1,3 = p 2,3 = p 3,0 = 1 and all other p i,j are zero. We use the same values as in [19] : λ 1 = λ 2 /10, service times are deterministic with b 1 = b 2 = 1, and b 3 = 5. The server serves the queues exhaustively, in cyclic order: 1, 2, 3, 1, . . . . The only difference with the model discussed in [19] is that we introduce (deterministic) switch-over times R 2 = R 3 = 2. We assume that no time is required to switch between the two queues in the first stage, so r 1 = 0.
In Figure 2 we show the means and standard deviations of the waiting times of customers at the three queues. These plots reveal that in the heavy-traffic regime, as ρ ↑ 1, the mean waiting times of customers in Q 3 are close to those in Q 1 , but the standard deviations of It is also interesting to study the light-traffic behaviour of the system, i.e., as ρ ↓ 0. From the plots in Figure 2 we can see that, as ρ ↓ 0, the mean waiting times are all equal, but the standard deviation of the waiting times in Q 1 and Q 2 is different than in Q 3 . From the LSTs of the waiting-time distributions we can obtain the exact expressions when ρ ↓ 0, by taking the Taylor expansion in ρ at ρ = 0 and subsequently ignoring all O(ρ) terms. This, combined with the fact that R 1 = 0 and all of the routing probabilities are either 0 or 1, considerably simplifies all expressions from the previous section:
(ω).
Since we are considering the case ρ ↓ 0, these expressions can be simplified even further to closed-form expressions, because ignoring all O(ρ) terms is equivalent to regarding the system as being empty all the time:
These expressions reveal the true behaviour of the system in light traffic. The waiting times in Q 1 and Q 2 are simply the total residual switch-over time, with mean r (2) /2r = 2 and second moment r (3) /3r = 16/3. For queue Q 3 the situation is different, because this queue only contains internally rerouted customers. Customers being rerouted from Q 1 have to wait for the switch-over times R 1 + R 2 , whereas customers arriving from Q 2 have to wait only for R 2 . Since R 1 = 0, the waiting time only consists of R 2 = 2 in both cases. Substituting all parameter values results in the following LT limits of the waiting-time LSTs:
(ρ ↓ 0).
Differentiating the LSTs gives the following results as ρ ↓ 0: Example 2: a two-stage queueing model with customer feedback. This second example is introduced by Takács [30] , and extended by Ali and Neuts [1] . The queueing system under consideration consists of a waiting room, in which customers arrive according to a Poisson process with intensity λ, and a service room. The customers are all transferred simultaneously to the service room where they receive service in order of arrival. However, at the moment of the transfer to this service room M additional "overhead customers" are added to the front of this queue. (In [30] M is a constant, in [1] it is a random variable.) Upon service completion, each customer leaves the system with probability q, and returns to the waiting room with probability 1 − q. Overhead customers leave the system with probability one after being served. As soon as the last customer in the service room finishes service (and either leaves the system, or returns to the waiting room) all customers present in the waiting room are transferred to the service room, where they will receive service after a new batch of overhead customers has been served, and so on. A schematic representation of this model is depicted in Figure 3 .
We use the same input parameters as Takács [30] : q = 2/3 and λ/µ = 1/6, where 1/µ is the mean service time in the service room. This service time is exponentially distributed. The number of overhead customers that are added to the front of the queue is a constant with value M . We can model this system in terms of our network with a single, shared server by defining arrival intensities customers are also exponentially distributed with parameter µ. Hence, we can model the addition of M overhead customers as a switch-over time which is Erlang-M distributed with parameter µ. The switch-over time between Q 2 and Q 1 is zero. Note that, since b 1 = 0, there is no difference between gated and exhaustive service. By differentiation of the waiting time LSTs (3.25), we can obtain explicit expressions for all moments of the waiting-time distributions for this example. The first three moments of the waiting times are given below. The results are slightly different from those presented in [30] , because Takács also considers the overhead customers in the computations of the waiting times and allows them to return to the waiting room after their service is completed. Modelling this situation would require one minor adaptation in the laws of motion (adding the overhead customers at the beginning of V 2 ) and another adaptation in the waiting time LST (conditioning on the event that a new customer is an overhead customer). These changes are not too difficult but beyond the scope of this paper.
Discussion and further research
In this section, we not only elaborate on the developed method and its applicability, but we also discuss possible ways of extending the present study.
Method. As mentioned in the introduction, the main complicating factor of the model under consideration is caused by the rerouting of internal customers. This implies that the total arrival process at each queue is not Poisson, and not even renewal. Traditional methods to determine waiting-time distributions in each queue are based on the distributional form of Little's Law, which relies on the assumption of Poisson arrivals. Contrary to the distributional form of Little's Law, we explicitly make use of the branching structure to find waiting-time distributions. The main idea is that upon the arrival of a tagged customer Y at time t at Q i we compute a priori the total future service times at each of the queues, for all the other customers present in the system at time t that will be served before customer Y enters service at Q i (see (3.7) ). Additionally, we add the total future service requirements of all external arrivals (and their descendants) that will be served before customer Y enters service (see (3.9) ). The advantage of this method is that a system no longer needs to satisfy all of the prerequisites required to apply the distributional form of Little's Law (see [21] ).
Applicability. The novel approach of this paper to find the LST of the waiting-time distribution can also be applied to other types of models with a single server serving multiple queues. Obviously, one can apply it to standard polling models (without customer routing) by simply taking p i,0 = 1 and p i,j = 0 for j > 0. However, the developed methodology carries almost directly over to tandem queues [23, 34] , multi-stage queueing models with parallel queues [19] , feedback vacation queues [9, 33] , symmetric feedback polling systems [31, 33] , systems with a waiting room [1, 30] , closed networks [2] , M/G/1 queues with permanent and transient customers [8] , networks with permanent and transient customers [3] , or polling models with arrival rates that depend on the location of the server [4, 7] .
Further research. Since the model can be described as a multi-type branching process, explicit closed-form expressions can be obtained for the waiting-time distributions under heavytraffic (HT) assumptions. Such expressions are appealing because they give fundamental insight in how the system performance depends on the system parameters, and in particular on the routing probabilities p i,j . HT asymptotics can be obtained by combining insights from multi-type branching processes [35] , fluid analyses [24, 25] , and the heavy-traffic averaging principle by Coffman et al. [12, 13] . The HT analysis is relevant because in practice the proper operation of the system is particularly important when the system is heavily loaded. The HT asymptotics form an excellent basis for the development of approximations for the waiting-time distributions for arbitrary loads. For the mean waiting times, preliminary results are obtained in [6] .
From a practical perspective, motivated by applications in production systems [5] , an important extension of the model under consideration is a model where customers visit a predetermined, class-specific sequence of queues in a fixed order. In our model one would have to define multiple customer classes, each having their own fixed visit order through the system. The method presented in this paper forms a good basis for this extension.
